
Treat – When things feel too demanding or your reserves of energy and good will are running

low, consider committing to giving yourself a treat. Something you like, don’t often have and

something that you can look forward to however hard things are right now. Examples I have

heard recently have been …. A virtual clothes shop on line, a stay at home spa, booking a trip,

outing or event for the future, turning off all gadgets for an entire weekend, a positive addition

to an exercise routine, a long lie in with coffee and weekend papers, reconnecting with a long

lost hobby.

Promise – In moments of feeling overwhelmed or exasperated try making a promise to

yourself, something tangible, needed and full of self compassion. Prioritise yourself in a way

that shows that you matter too and that you have control over many things in your own life.

Promises I have heard include…. a walk before work, taking a full lunch break twice a week,

setting limits to working hours, speaking to a colleague about work related stress, mindful

eating times and sleep when stressed, seeking out friendly colleagues regularly, adding in

‘thinking time and reading time’ to work schedules and sticking to it, giving positive feedback to

others as a matter of habit.

New chapter – Many people like the idea of starting something fresh and feeling like it’s a new

beginning full of possibility. A technique that I use myself and with people I coach is to choose

that the next day or week or month or even season is the beginning of a new chapter. That way

it can be viewed with an increased level of optimism and energy, its true that this method

doesn’t change things beyond our control, however it can have a powerful impact on the things

within our control….How we feel, how we respond, what we do and how we perceive things. By

deciding what this new chapter is going to be called can help cement an increased sense of

persona empowerment into our lives and provide a helpful sense of possibility. It can be useful

to actually name this chapter as if it were in a book or a pod cast. Chapter headings I have heard

recently include…. Snakes and ladders, the only way is up, counting my blessings, its not over till

its over, spring is around the corner, in it together, hello to the new confident me, put your own

oxygen mask on first… grabbing every opportunity… learning to fly…. Happy to be helped.

We all find ourselves making and keeping commitments, almost all them are to other people or to

do things for our roles at home or at work. How often do we show true self compassion and make

personal commitments to ourselves? Commitments that can support our wellbeing and our sense

of being grounded? When things are overwhelming, exhausting or particularly demanding it can

help to make some additional ‘above and beyond’ commitments to our self and not just to others.

Below are three good solid ways of adding in an extra layer of self care when needed and the

process of deciding to make an extra self-compassion commitment is likely to help ground and calm

in the moment as well.

Grounding ourselves and planning ahead
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